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About This Game

About the game:

Vecitas is a fast paced multiplayer space shooter combined with singleplayer inspired by retro twin stick shooters. Have fun
playing with other players in space combat. Unlock new ships by being the best in multiplayer as well as singleplayer.

Singleplayer:

Your pilot will have to fight in the singleplayer mode to get new ships through the Galaxy of Vecitas. Enter the singleplayer
mode hunting the enemy ships to get their ships as skins. These skins can be used in multiplayer with other players.

Multiplayer:

The premise of the game is simple, engage in deep space multiplayer combat. Destroy your enemies to get experience points
and unlock eight possible spaceship upgrades. Collect energy charges and obtain a larger plasma reserve. Shoot the other players
and store experience points to unlock the next upgrade. Each spaceship tier will give you a new powerful weapon with its own
independent values like power, cost, cool down and reach. If you are in trouble, you could use the spaceship extra tools (Shield
and Turbo) and get through dangerous situations. Activating them will consume a part of your plasma reserve but will help you

protect your valuable experience points.
If you prove that you are an expert pilot, your spaceship will upgrade to golden armor.
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Title: Vecitas
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Patagoniart
Publisher:
Patagoniart
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB - Graphic Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1300 MB available space

English
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Vecitas - Public Beta now available on Steam!:
Today we happy to announce that we are releasing Vecitas Beta to public in Steam Early Access.

 What is Vecitas?. VECITAS 1.0 - RELEASED TODAY!:
Well guys, today as promised we've released Vecitas version 1.0. We are now officialy out of Beta.
To cellebrate this event, we are going to be on the servers playing with you guys during the day, making sure everything is
working fine and dandy.

COMPETITION:. UPDATE - 1.05:
Well guys, we've been working hard this past week on changing game mechanics and most of all improving the multiplayer.
Without further rambling here are the patch notes:

 Vecitas Beta - 1.05. UPDATE - 1.02:
Well guys, we've been working hard this past week on fixing bugs, tweaking game mechanics and adding features to the game.
Without further rambling here are the patch notes:

 Vecitas Beta - 1.02. TRADING CARDS, INVENTORY AND LEAVING BETA.:
Well, hello guys. Hope you've been doing well. Here at the studios we are quite happy with the results the beta is having so far.
Plenty got tested, servers have been modified on the user end, and we've polished what we've thought needed addressing.
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STEAM TRADING CARDS:
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